
 
 

- Numarics wins gold at Best of Swiss Apps in the category Enterprise - 

Numarics was awarded best Swiss entrepreneur app 2021 

and wants to motivate other startups with it. 
 

Zurich, 4th November 2021: With groundbreaking solutions for freelancers, 

startups and SMEs, the Numarics app was awarded gold yesterday as the winner of 

the Enterprise category of Best Of Swiss Apps 2021. 
  

The still-small team shows big emotion in the video from the awards night - the app was only 

launched in September 2021, after the finance and business process transformation experts spent 

two years developing it on a tight budget. 

 

"This is the highest award for a mobile app in Switzerland," Dominique Rey gratefully sums up. The 

Swiss certified public accountant and co-founder and CEO at Numarics has been looking for a 

solution to sources of error, procrastination and tedious, manual processes in accounting. 

 

The jury of experts at Best Of Swiss App summarizes the solution found as follows: 

 

"Numarics has what it takes to turn the accounting industry on its head. Accounting can be done 

quickly and easily with a smartphone. Scan the receipt with the smartphone camera, tag it and the 

booking is done. In the background, the digital fiduciary immediately validates the booking. The most 

important accounting functions are already available, and an ambitious roadmap promises more. We 

are excited to see how Numarics will develop and establish itself among SMEs." 

 

The award was accepted by 5 people from the Numarics team: Dominique Olivier Rey (Co-Founder 

and CEO Numarics), Kristian Kabashi (Co-Founder and Business Transformation Expert at Numarics 

), Prof. Dr. Volker Doberanzke (Chairman of the Board Numarics) Nikola Mirkovic (Head of Fiduciary 

Numarics) and Katarina Todorovic (Product Owner Numarics). 

 

Co-founders Rey and Kabashi express gratitude for the victory of what Kabashi calls "an absolute 

underdog story" on an awards night among competitors with huge teams. Numarics as a solution 

isn't just to eliminate the hurdle of bureaucracy and, with it, the fear of starting your own business. 

"This award is also meant to show that with a strong vision and motivation, you can make a lot of 

difference even with limited resources," Rey says. "We want our success to be a motivation for other 

startups," he adds, revealing that they couldn't even submit a promo video for Best Of Swiss Apps 

due to limited capacity. The organizers of #BestOfSwissApps then developed that for the startup - 

for which Numarics would also like to express its sincere thanks. 

 

 

ABOUT NUMARICS 

  

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6861740660907634688/


 
Numarics® is Switzerland’s first 100% digital accounting ecosystem, with a consistent mobile-first 

approach. Accounting, payroll, tax returns, invoicing, document management are now streamlined 

via the Numarics Ecosystem in the app or on the web, and make business management for 

entrepreneurs simple, accessible and transparent. 

  

Numarics was developed in 2020 by experts in the fields of accounting, digitization, artificial 

intelligence and auditing with the vision of seamlessly integrating business administration into the 

lifestyle of today’s entrepreneurs. 

  

More at https://numarics.com/en/ 

 

https://numarics.com/en/

